October 2017

SOLUTRANS 2017
HIGHLIGHTS AT THE CENTRE OF AN INDUSTRY AND ITS CHALLENGES
With several weeks to go before the exhibition opens (21-25 November 2017 - Lyon
Eurexpo), SOLUTRANS, the international exhibition of road and urban transport solutions, is
shaping up to be, more than ever before, the definitive venue for exchange and meetings for
the entire sector.
It will address the expectations and challenges arising in the sector and present the solutions
of the future through a wide range of event highlights.
On the agenda: talks, debate, features and awards.

DEBATES AND DISCUSSIONS ON HEADLINE THEMES
Six key themes will be discussed and examined in the show's talks and presentations: the
factory of the future, new motorisations and energy, connected vehicles and roads,
deliveries in city centres, training and cybersecurity.
• Tuesday 21 November 2017
Keynote lecture of the 5th meeting of the sector – Tuesday 21 November – 3pm - 5pm
room Mezzanine 3
- Key issues for the future
- Presentation of a White Paper, designed as a guide to choosing and purchasing all
types of vehicles
o The White Paper is the result of work conducted by GTFM véhicules gaz, a
cooperation between FFC and AFGNV under the aegis of the PFA, Automotive
and Mobility Sector
o The GTFM, or industry speciality working group, brings together a number of
players from the automotive and energy industries. Its role is to address the
question of alternative fuels and associated infrastructure to enable the
transport sector to play an active role in the energy transition
Speakers: Jean-Claude GIROT - AFGNV; Erwan GAUDEMER - BIPE; Maria-Cristina
MAROLDA - DG MOVE, EUROPEAN COMMISSION; Didier DUGRAND - FFC; Jamel TAGANZA INOVEV; Bernard MODAT - LUTB; Jean-Luc BROSSARD and Eric POYETON - PFA.
• Wednesday 22 November 2017
Sweden Day
SOLUTRANS will be placing Sweden under the spotlight. On this occasion, the show will
welcome an official Swedish delegation whose representatives will speak at a
presentation on autonomous vehicles.
-

Plenary session on examples of Swedish solutions aiming to improve the efficiency
of goods transportation from 10.30am - 12.30pm
Speakers: Sofie VENNERSTEN - PLATEFORM CLOSER
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-

Talk on " Connected vehicles and semitrailers: for better tracking of goods and
people", at 2.30pm
Speakers: Mickaël SERISE - ASTRATA; Christophe DANTON - CHEREAU; François RONCIN DAF TRUCKS FRANCE and Marianne LABEAU - MICHELIN SOLUTIONS.

-

Talk on "HGVs and urban vehicles: autonomous driverless concepts: reality or
Utopia?", at 3.30pm
Speakers: Viktor ARVIDSSON - ERICSSON FRANCE; Mattias GOLDMANN - FORES; Stéphane
JULIEN - VOLVO GROUP; Sofie VENNERSTEN - PLATEFORM CLOSER and Gilles BAUSTERT SCANIA FRANCE.

• Thursday 23 November 2017
- Talk on " Carrier-consignors: solutions to improve and oversee a customer-supplier
relationship which is highly exposed today", at 11.00am
Speaker: Paul GUILLEMIN - FRETLINK.
-

Transpolis presentation: the first laboratory town dedicated to urban mobility and
smart and connected goods vehicles, at 2.00pm
Speakers: Guillaume CHELIUS - HIKOB; Marc TASSONE - IFSTTAR; Nicolas AUGIER DE
CREMIERS - NAVYA TECH; Guillaume GROLLEAU - NEAVIA; Antoine RIBAUD - OBJENIOUS;
Dominique FERNIER and Stéphane BARBIER - TRANSPOLIS; Pierre-Olivier BOYET - VICAT;
Frédéric ANDREANI - VOLVO.

-

URF Talk (French Roads Union) on " Will the roads of tomorrow be more
autonomous and environmental?", at 3.15pm
Speakers: Patrick DUPRAT - ALSTOM; Christophe BOUTIN - ASFA; Florian GRANGE AUTOROUTE ET TUNNEL DU MONT BLANC; André BROTO - CF-APICR; Daniel
Kopaczewski - DGCE; Max JULHES - DAIMLER; François OLARD - EIFFAGE; Odile ARBEIT DE
CHALENDAR - EUROPEAN TRUCK PLATOONING FORUM; Bernard JACOB - IFSTTAR; JeanFrançois CORDONNIER - MICHELIN; Eymert VAN ROOY - DELFT UNIVERSITY OF
TECHNOLOGY; Claude CHAM - URF.

• Friday 24 November 2017
- Talk on "Commercial and urban vehicles: an energy mix developed in France and
beyond our borders", at 11.00am
-

Talk on "Deployment of NGV: innovative experimentation in Auvergne-RhoneAlpes" at 12.45pm
Speakers: Brigitte MARTIN - IFP ENERGIES NOUVELLES; Sabine DEVIENNE - MARTIN
BROWER and Pascal MEGEVAND - PROJET EQUILIBRE.

-

Talk on Cybersecurity: "Is the Heavy Goods Vehicle sector properly equipped to deal
with hacking risks? Anxieties and Challenges", at 2.30pm
Speakers: Damien PESCHET - AKANT; Xavier LEPROUX - CHUBB; Morgan
LECOMPTE – IARD (APRIL); Thierry ROUQUET - SENTRYO and Olivier LAGARDE STONERIDGE.

All talks and presentations will be delivered in the Norbert Detoux Lecture Theatre, Hall 4.
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EDUCATIONAL AND FUTURISTIC FEATURES
• The Training forum
Designed and coordinated by FFC and a number of partners (AFTRAL, AFPA, the
Villeneuve la Garenne Training College, the Technopolys l’Erier training college, the
Compagnons du Devoir, ENS Rennes, FFC Training Department, PFA Automotive and
Mobility Sector, GARAC, LUTB, the Road Safety Authority, Ain and Rhone department
UIMM), the training forum will have new technologies as its central theme. Designed to
be a true source of information on the opportunities and career openings offered by the
industry, this space will accommodate secondary school groups and young people
planning their academic and career paths, students and apprentices in the sector,
industry professionals and families.
It will allow visitors to discover the job areas and existing educational options, notably in
the area of new technology (robotics, digital, virtual reality, etc.) in particular through the
many simulators on show dealing with painting, welding, driving, etc.
It will also help visitors to enhance their knowledge through valuable discussions and
receive information on existing vocational education. It will additionally offer visibility on
all of the sector’s innovation.
• Factory of the future by Immersion
A special feature on the FFC stand, located close to the show entrance, will show visitors
the tangible effects of digitalisation through a demonstration of virtual reality and 3D
printing.
Talks by the firm Immersion will take place every day in the Norbert Detoux lecture
theatre. They will address the challenges, use cases and advantages for the sector,
feedback (Alstom, Renault Trucks), training solutions (Mimbus) and partnership
conventions (FFC).
• New in 2017, the Start-up Village in the centre of hall 4
Organised in association with LUTB RACC and the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes regional council,
this space will be dedicated to smart mobility and transport. More than 20 innovative
firms will present their solutions which may one day become the standards of the future!
These start-ups will pitch their innovations on Wednesday November 22nd from 12.45 to
2.15pm and on Saturday 25 November from 11.00am to 4.00pm.
• The CAPEB et CNATP Areas - the right vehicle for safety and company performance
From Tuesday 21 to Saturday 25 November, CAPEB and CNATP will be joining forces for
the second time with FFC to create an event on their stand (Hall 4 - Stand L130) featuring
informal discussions around the latest technological and environmental innovation
between bodyworkers, professional vehicle manufacturers and trade firms working in the
area of building and outdoor construction work.
CAPEB Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes will also be conducting special events relating to road
accident prevention in association with OPP BTP.
• Gala dinner
Held at the exhibition venue itself on Wednesday 22 November, the gala evening function
will take exhibitors and their VIP guests on a journey to discover the SOLUTRANS “emotion experience”. This convivial, festive evening will also be marked by the ceremonies
of the 2018 international awards and of the “Industry Personality of the Year” award.
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AWARDS PAYING TRIBUTE TO INNOVATION
• SOLUTRANS Innovation Awards - Tuesday 21 November - 7.00pm - Lyon Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (CCI)
This year, the Awards will comprise:
- the 9th edition of the Awards, organised by the Lyon Métropole CCI
Two categories of participants (Bodybuilders/Manufacturers and Equipment
Manufacturers) compete for four awards: gold, silver, bronze and sustainable
development.
- New in 2017, the awards organised by the PFA, Automotive and Mobility Sector, and
LUTB Transport and Mobility Systems
o The Low emission driveline Award
o The Research to Business Award for innovative SMEs
• The International Truck of the Year, Van of the Year and Pick-Up awards for 2018
(presented at the Gala evening) - Wednesday 22 November 2018- 7.00pm
For the second edition in a row, SOLUTRANS is to host the prize giving ceremony for three
internationally-renowned accolades: International Truck of The Year, International Van
of the Year and International Pick-Up Award. These awards, presented every year by two
judging panels made up of journalists from major European trade media titles, will pay
tribute to vehicles launched on the European market during the previous 12-month
period.
• New in 2017, the "Industry Personality of the Year – Commercial and Urban Vehicles”
(presented at the gala evening)- Wednesday 22 November - 7.00pm
This award will distinguish a French or foreign personality working for the benefit of the
commercial and urban vehicle industry

About SOLUTRANS
An international exhibition for road and urban transport professionals, SOLUTRANS is the only event in France
bringing together all the players in the truck industry (manufacturers of industrial vehicles and LCVs, trailers and
semi-trailers, bodybuilders, suppliers, tyres...). Owned by the FFC (French Bodywork Federation) and organised
by COMEXPOSIUM, SOLUTRANS is held under the patronage of the French Ministry of the Economy and
Finance.

SOLUTRANS press office:
CLC Communications - Tel.: +33 1 42 93 04 04
Jérôme Saczewski, Christelle Maupetit, Zineb Arhla, Frédérique Housseau
c.maupetit@clccom.com - z.arhla@clccom.com
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